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Abstract
A wide range of conversational skills is required for conducting a fluid
dynamic dialogue. Giving a computer controlled agent turntaking
skills that function at a realtime pace in a human-like manner has been
both a practical and theoretical goal of speech technology research for
decades. Control of response timing - knowing when it is appropri-
ate to interrupt, yield the turn, start responding, and the like - is one
of the challenges in this endeavor. This thesis describes the use of
machine learning to aid in the realtime classification and use of valid
auditory perceptual cues for taking turns. A dialog system using these
methods has been implemented and tested in dynamic interaction with
itself and with humans. Results show that the system’s performance is
very close to human speakers with regards to the timing of turntaking,
correctly taking turns in as short as 235 msecs. In human conversa-
tion 70% of between-speaker silences are shorter than 500 msec. The
system developed here approaches this, with 60% of between-speaker
silences shorter than 500, learning this in online training sessions in
roughly 80 turns.
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Útdráttur:
Rannsóknir á margþátta samskiptakerfum sem herma eftir mannlegri
samskiptahegðun eru fremur skammt á veg komnar og eðlileg munn-
leg samskipti við tölvur að sama skapi framtíðarsýn. Margslungnir
samskiptahæfileikar eru nauðsynlegir til að vera gjaldgengur í opnum
og óheftum samræðum. Stýring á svartíma - það að vita hvenær er
viðeigandi að svara, þegja, grípa frammí o.sv.frv. - er eitt af lykil
atriðunum að settu marki. Fólk notar ýmis merki eins og t.d. ítónun
til að gefa til kynna hvort það sé að gefa orðið eða ekki. Þessi merki
má greina á margfalt skemmri tíma en innihald tals. Kerfið sem hér
hefur verið þróað notar lærdómsaðferðir til að aðlagast samskipta-
hegðun viðmælandans með því að læra sjálfvirkt á ítónun og raddblæ
hans. Kerfið hefur verið útfært og prófað í samræðum við sjálft sig
og við fólk. Niðurstöður sýna að kerfið kemst mjög nálægt mann-
legri hegðun hvað varðar svartíma. Lengd þagna milli viðmælenda í
samtölum fólks eru í 70% tilvika styttri en 500 millisekúndur. Kerfið
nálgast þetta, með 60% þagna styttri en 500 msek og allt að 30% styttri
en 300 msek.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade there has been an explosion in our contact with technology
and devices; nothing seems to indicate that this trend will cease in the coming
decades. Looking at advancements in robot assistants as well as in software, with
increasingly complex human-computer interaction, we can easily foresee a mul-
titude of applications that could rely on speech interaction. Today, however, sys-
tems relying on or offering speech interfaces are not very numerous, even though
relatively simplistic interactive phone systems and automatic dictation have been
around for over a decade.

As pointed out by many researchers (cf. (Thórisson, 1996, 2002; Allen et al.,
2001; Moore, 2007)), much of the work in the field of dialogue over the last 2-
3 decades has enforced strict turntaking. Full-duplex conversation has only been
feasible in scenarios where sentences are short and command-like, forcing the user
to deliver content in a coherent manner without large silences. Instead of a focus
on increased flexibility in turntaking we have witnessed an intensive focus on
speech-to-word transformation, where pragmatics, semantics and even prosody,
all of which play a large role in natural situated dialogue, have been marginalized.
One of the constraints of strict turntaking is that system response time increases
when a speech recognizer’s vocabulary is enlarged and therefore does not scale
well beyond the limited vocabularies used in current systems.

The motivation for the present work is to develop a conversational agent that
can adapt its turntaking behavior to dialogue in a short amount of time and learn
to take turns with (ideally) no speech overlap, yet achieving the shortest possible
silence duration between speaker turns. This is addressed according to three prin-
ciples. First, we want to use open-mic and natural speech when communicating
with the system, integrating continuous acoustic perceptions as basis for decision
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making. Second, we want to model turntaking with a higher level of detail than
previous attempts, including incremental perception and generation. Third, we
want to incorporate learning at a molecular level, allowing all subcomponents of
the architecture to learn and use learned behavior.

Modularity is a highly desirable feature of any complex system as it keeps
transparency and openness in the architecture. However, it means decoupling of
components, which means increases in coordination between them. Thus, the
kind of modularity and methodology one adopts is key. Modular approaches
to dialogue management, let alone turntaking specifically, are scarce. Among
the few is the Ymir Turn-Taking Model, YTTM (Thórisson, 2002), a model of
multimodal realtime turntaking. YTTM proposes that processing related to turn-
taking can be separated, in a particular manner, from processing of content (i.e.
topic). Its architectural approach is distributed and modular and supports full-
duplex multi-layered input analysis and output generation, with natural response
times (realtime). One of the background assumptions behind the approach, which
has been reinforced over time by systems built using the approach, is that the re-
altime performance demands incremental processing of interpretation and output
generation. We further hypothesize that modularity along with incremental pro-
cessing supports a finer level of temporal control that can be exploited to increase
responsiveness.

The turntaking model presented here is an extended version of the YTTM.
We model turntaking as a negotiation process with eight turntaking contexts that
describe which perceptions and decisions are "relevant" at any point in time, and
thus they represent the disposition of the system at any point in the dialogue, e.g.
whether it is appropriate to expect a certain turntaking cue to be produced, whether
it is relevant to generate a particular behavior (e.g. volume increase in the voice
upon interruption by the other), etc. Context transition control in this system is
managed in cooperation by a set of deciders (Thórisson, 2008).

As is well known and discussed by e.g. Edlund et al. (2005), natural speech
contains a lot of silences that do not indicate an endpoint in speech, that is, silences
where the speaker does not want to be interrupted. The length of these silences is
variable, from short breathing silences to longer "think" pauses. The speaker indi-
cates this with both words and non-verbal cues such as prosody. Prosodic informa-
tion has been successfully used to determine both turntaking signals (Thórisson,
1996) and back-channel feedback (Thórisson, 2002; Gratch et al., 2006) but in
both cases prosodic patterns had to be built by hand. Learning these has been ad-
dressed to some extent in prior work (Sato et al., 2002; Schlangen, 2006), showing
that a number of dialogue features, including boundary tones and other acoustic
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features, can be used to improve the identification of speech endpoint, given a
silence, but as far as we know, neither of these attempts has been applied to a
realtime scenario.

The learning mechanism we have developed is a distributed Off-Policy Actor-
Learner setup where one or more Actors (modules) make decisions (i.e. plans)
about which actions to perform and a Learner evaluates the effect of these deci-
sions independent of them being executed or not. The Learner is model free and
gradually learns what actions are available in each state through the decisions it is
evaluating. Any module in the system can use the learning mechanism by taking
on the role of an actor. Each Actor can subscribe to any policy from a Learner
and on top of that use its own specific methods for selecting and spawning new
actions.

The contribution of this work is twofold. First, the design and implementation
of a modular conversational agent; this includes the extended YTTM turntaking
system and related modules described in Chapter 3. Second, the distributed learn-
ing architecture and the implementation of learning turn-giving indicators, using
the interlocutor’s prosodic information preceding each silence (final raise, final
fall) to predict an optimal temporal window in which the interlocutor retains the
turn even though he is silent. This is described in Chapter 4.

The agent was evaluated in a scenario where he conducts an interview. This in-
cludes a comparison study of using fixed vs. learning variable sized window while
interviewing an artificial interlocutor (e.g. other instance of itself) and learning
variable sized window while interviewing people.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes related work
in the field. Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the turntaking system and
other related modules needed for the full perception-action loop; it also summa-
rizes temporal analysis of these components. Chapter 4 describes the functionality
and distribution of the learning mechanism as well as the specific learning prob-
lem. Experiments and results are listed in Chapter 5 and conclusions and future
work are the topic of Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives an overview of cognitive and dialogue architectures, specifi-
cally in relation to turntaking. Concepts from reinforcement learning are intro-
duced and earlier attempts at using learning in dialogue systems described.

2.1 Architectures

When modeling a complex phenomenon such as human dialogue, the architec-
ture chosen plays an important role in the scalability and even performance of
the final solution. Cognitive architectures have been under developed for over 20
years, initially only dealing with cognition in a narrow sense, but in recent years
perception, action and even emotion have been introduced as a part of such archi-
tectures. Dialogue architectures commonly deal with dialogue as an isolated task,
excluding other cognitive functionalities such as problem solving or learning.

Cognitive architectures such as ACT-R (Anderson, 1983) and Soar (Laird &
Rosenbloom, 1996) are the most common architectures used for communicative
humanoids. Soar proposes three components, perception, cognition and motor
control. The Cognition module collects information from perception, interprets,
chooses appropriate goals, and then constructs and executes plans to achieve those
goals. The cognition module operates in a centralized manner with a pipelined de-
cision loop. Both ACT-R and Soar use a centralized production system as is used
in expert systems for generating and selecting plans to execute. Steve (Rickel
& Johnson, 1998) is a communicative humanoid that has been tested in a task-
oriented scenario, built in Soar. Turntaking in Steve is modeled with turntak-
ing actions (Take-turn, Request-turn, Release-turn, Hold-turn, and Assign-turn),
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which are responsible for shifting the turn-holder state. Steve communicates in
short sentences where either a fixed silence length or a release of a button signals
that the user is giving turn. A pipelined architecture is at best inconvenient and
at worst unsuitable for realtime multimodal perception, interpretation and action
generation in dynamic situations.

The basic idea of BDI (Rao & Georgeff, 1991) is to describe the internal state
of an agent by a set of mental categories, and to define a control architecture by
which the agent rationally selects actions based on their representation. The men-
tal categories are (1) beliefs comprising the agent’s knowledge about the world,
(2) desires representing the actions the agent seeks to perform, and (3) inten-
tions, which consist of a current goal combined with a plan chosen to achieve it.
The BDI architecture is widely used in task-driven and pedagogical agents. One
such agent is Max, a communicative humanoid in a task oriented scenario. It is
built on the BDI architecture and its dialogue management draws from both the
Information-State approach and Ymir and models turntaking in a set of 4 states,
My turn, Others turn, Gap and Overlap (Lessmann, Kranstedt, & Wachsmuth,
2004). Max is limited to natural language commands. Architectures based on the
BDI paradigm typically do not support distributed approaches well since beliefs
and goals cannot be easily distributed over the system at different granularities.

The Ymir architecture is a broad, generative model of psychosocial dialogue
skills (Thórisson, 1996). The architecture is based on a blackboard approach and
its goal is full-duplex multi-layered input analysis and output generation, with nat-
ural response times (realtime). This implies among other things that generation
has to progress in parallel with interpretation. Ymir assumes less about the partic-
ular types of processes and more about their temporal and informational behavior,
splitting modules into layers for reactive, process control and content running
at different update frequency requirements. Ymir further proposes that process-
ing related to turntaking can be separated from processing of content (i.e. topic)
through a small, limited set of information primitives. The Ymir Turn-Taking
Model (YTTM) (Thórisson, 2002) is the proposed implementation of turntaking
within Ymir. It models turntaking as a set of 4 dialogue states I-have, I-give, I-

take, Other-has and a set of deciders deciding on these states. We build directly
on this work, extending the turntaking model to include negotiation at a finer level
of detail.

Raux et al. (2007) present a broad dialogue-capable architecture, extending
ideas from Ymir with more extensive dialogue management techniques. The ar-
chitecture is blackboard-based like Ymir with two rather large-grain modules: An
Interaction Manager, bridging between high-level and lower-level system compo-
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nents, controlling directly reactive behaviors (e.g. back-channel feedback), and a
Dialogue Manager (DM) which plans the contributions to the conversation. The
former corresponds roughly to the YTTM and the latter to Knowledge Bases in
the Content Layer (like Ymir, the DM makes no prescriptions for the particular
technology used for utterance planning). The work demonstrates the flexibility
of the blackboard approach for building mixed-granularity architectures and sup-
ports YTTM’s separation of content and turn management. Raux et al. introduce
a concept of conversational floor with the status user, system or free. However,
as it is based on more coarse-grain components, we would expect it to be less
expandable than the finer-grain approach taken in YTTM.

2.2 Dialogue Management

Most dialogue systems built to date enforce strict turntaking and process each
utterance sequentially (Singh et al., 2002; Ferguson & Allen, 1998; Lessmann
et al., 2004; Rickel & Johnson, 1998), posing one of the major difficulties in
reaching human-performance in regards to speed and fluency. They are either
built around the content to be conveyed or the content to be elicited and thus are
mostly coupled with the speech recognition process of the system.

Frame-based approaches are the simplest and the oldest ones, mostly used in
scenarios when the main goal is to elicit predefined information from the user (e.g.
booking flights and enquiry train timetables). These system use grammar rules to
fill predefined form (or slots), monitoring the form for completion and using the
presence of empty slots as a trigger for questions to the user (Xu & Rudnicky,
2000).

Plan-based approaches view the aim of a conversation to be the achievement
of some goal. They view utterances not simply to be strings of words, but rather
the observable performance of communicative actions, or speech acts, such as
requesting, informing, warning, suggesting, and confirming (Cole, 1997). Plan-
based theories are related to the BDI architecture mentioned above.

Information-state-based approach (Larsson & Traum, 2000) to dialogue mod-
eling combines the above and spans both the dialogue control and the content
production. In the authors’ implementation, the conversation is split into five
layers; participants, turn, grounding, initiative, topic and rhetorical, but nothing
enforces these specific layers only. Each layer can be viewed as any type of finite
state machine and the Information-State is the snapshot of the state of all the lay-
ers combined. Update rules which govern how the information state is modified
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are modeled as a set of conditions and a set of effects. Turntaking is modeled
similarly to the Steve architecture above. Various systems (cf. (Traum & Rickel,
2002; Lessmann et al., 2004)) use this approach, fully or partially. The concept
of Information State is useful and well adaptable to our blackboard architecture
where we use distributed update rules.

2.3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is the most widely used learning method for unsupervised
learning. The goal is to learn to map situations to actions to maximize a reward.
Just in the same way a dog learns to sit, not having any notion beforehand about
what he is being taught, mapping from the verbal command "sit" to the action, by
getting a treat whenever he gets it right. According to Sutton (1998) trial-and-error
search and delayed reward are the two most important distinguishing features of
reinforcement learning.

The basic model of RL consists of a set of states S, a set of actions A and scalar
rewards R. The agent perceives the state of the system st ∈ S at time t, uses a
policy to decide an action a ∈ A(St) and receives a new state st+1 and a reward
rt+1. A reward function calculates and reports the immediate reward and the value

function reports the estimated return over time. Learning methods are considered
On-Policy when they can only learn the policy they are following, but Off-Policy

methods can learn a policy while following some other policy. Q-learning is one
of the most widely used Off-Policy methods.

Sutton (Sutton & Barto, 1998) describes an On-Policy Actor-Critic method
where the policy has a different memory structure from the value function. The
actor performs an action and the critic evaluates the action and outputs a temporal
difference error signal, which drives learning in both the actor and the critic (see
Figure 2.1). This setup has been most widely used in applications with continuous
states or actions (cf. (Wang, Cheng, & Yi, 2007)), because of the separation of
the learning method and the action selection method. Most implementations use
neural networks in the critic. Using a variation of Actor-Critic with an Off-Policy
augmented critic we call Learner, we have implemented learning as a skill that
can be used in parallel by various system components.
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Figure 2.1: Sutton’s Actor-Critic method.

2.4 Learning in Dialogue Systems

The problem of utterance segmenting, for the purpose of controlling turntaking
in realtime, has been addressed to some extent in prior work. Sato et al. (2002)
use a decision tree to learn when a silence signals to take turn. They annotated
various features in a large corpus of human-human conversation to train and test
the tree. Their results show that semantic and syntactic categories, as well as
understanding, are the most important features. Their experiments have currently
been limited to single domain, task-oriented scenarios with annotated data. This
work does not address realtime issues at all.

Traum et al. (1996) and others have also addressed the problem of utterance
segmenting, showing that prosodic features such as boundary tones do play a role
in turntaking and Schlangen (2006) has successfully used machine learning to
categorize prosodic features from corpus, showing that acoustic features can be
learned. As far as we know, neither of these attempts has been applied to a re-
altime scenario. Kim & Scassellati (2007) have implemented a prosody-driven
learning system for the robot Nico. Nico learns to select between different types
of waving, adapting to the "correct" one, using prosodic features from human
users verbal feedback. Reinforcement learning has also successfully been used
for learning dialogue strategies i.e. what to say and in what order (cf. (Walker,
2000; Levin & Pieraccini, 1997)). The variety of scenarios enforces our belief
that the system would benefit from an integrated learning mechanism that could
be used and reused in the various system modules.
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Bonaiuto and Thórisson (2008) demonstrate a system of two simulated inter-
acting dialogue participants that learn to exploit each other’s "multimodal" behav-
iors (that is, modality-independent multi-dimensional behaviors) so as to achieve
a "polite" interaction where minimizing speech overlaps and speech pauses is the
goal, as could e.g. be considered to be the standard situation in amicable interac-
tions between acquaintances, friends and family. The system shows that emergent
properties of dialogue, pauses, hesitations, interruptions - i.e. negotiations of turn
- can be learned in this system.

Raux and Eskenazi (2008) presented data from a corpus analysis of an online
bus scheduling/information system, showing that a number of dialogue features,
including type of speech act, can be used to improve the identification of speech
endpoint, given a silence. They reported no benefits from prosody for this purpose,
which is surprising given the many studies showing the opposite (cf. (Gratch et al.,
2006; Schlangen, 2006; Thórisson, 1996; Traum & Heeman, 1996; Pierrehumbert
& Hirschberg, 1990; Goodwin, 1981)). We suspect one reason could be that the
pitch and intensity extraction methods they used did not work very well on the
data selected for analysis. The authors tested their findings in a realtime system:
Using information about dialogue structure - speech act classes, a measure of
semantic completeness, and probability distribution of how long utterances go
(but not prosody) - the system improved turntaking latency by as much as 50% in
some cases, but significantly less in others. The Gandalf system (Thórisson, 1996)
also used a measure of semantic, syntactic (and even pragmatic) completeness to
determine turntaking behaviors, but data about its benefit for the turntaking per se
is not available. The major lessons that can be learned from Raux and Eskenazi
(Raux & Eskenazi, 2008), echoing the work on Gandalf, is that turntaking can be
improved through an integrated, coordinated use of various features in context.



Chapter 3

System Implementation

We are in the process of building an artificial radio show host, capable among
other things of conducting interviews on the air. Various conversational skills are
required for conducting a fluid dynamic interview; turntaking skills and human-
like responsiveness being the specific focus of the work presented here.

With responsiveness as the main constraint for the runtime operation of the
system, we have taken a distributed approach in the design. Distribution has var-
ious obvious advantages such as scalability and reusability but a less obvious ad-
vantage is the added transparency of system functionality. Two distinct features
have been implemented orthogonal to the system using this transparency: Turntak-

ing Contexts, controlled by the systems modules but also controlling the system’s
modules, and Temporal Windows, adding monitoring capabilities of temporal or-
der of events to system’s modules to support a thin module design. These will be
described separately in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

The system consists of 25 modules that communicate (1-to-n) using discrete
messages via blackboards. We use Psyclone (Thórisson et al., 2005) and the Ope-
nAir specifications (Thórisson, List, DiPirro, & Pennock, 2004) for message pass-
ing. Each message consists of a message type and content. According to the
OpenAir standard, the message type should be a hierarchical categorization of the
functionality of the message, in a dot notation, organized from the least specific
to the most specific. This allows for message types to be handed like an ontology
(e.g. Internal.Act.Speech.Volume, Unim.Sens.Prosody.Speech.On)1. Modules are
described in Section 3.3.

1 The message types we are using are a part of the Message Type Ontology for Cognitive
Architectures (MeTOCA) project (http://www.mindmakers.org/projects/MeTOCA).
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3.1 Contexts

Turntaking is modeled as a highly dynamic negotiation process based on the Ymir
Turntaking Model, YTTM (Thórisson, 2002). We model with a perception-action
loop, extending the four turntaking contexts of YTTM to eight turntaking contexts
(see Table 3.1) to increase responsiveness. Various perception and decision mech-
anisms related to turntaking are then grouped via these contexts, that describe
which perceptions and decisions are "relevant" at each point in time (see Figure
3.1), and thus they represent the disposition of the system with regards to percep-
tion and anticipation, e.g. whether it is appropriate to expect a certain turntaking
cue to be produced, whether it is relevant to generate a particular behavior (e.g.
volume increase in the voice upon interruption by the other), etc.

A context, as proposed by YTTM, can be viewed as a global state in the sys-
tem, implemented as what can approximately be described as a distributed finite
state machine. Transitions, in the form of messages, are executed in cooperation
by a set of modules in a joint or cooperative control (Thórisson, 2008). Using
the dot notation of the message-types, contexts starting with the same root (such
as DialogInProgress.Off and DialogInProgress.I-have-turn) are mutually exclu-
sive. System modules can be confined to be active only in certain contexts, e.g.
backchannel generation only when other has turn, decreasing unnecessary pro-
cessing within the system. There is no limit on how many modules can be active
in a single context. Likewise, there is no limit to how many modules can manage
(identical or non-identical) transitions. To some extent the turntaking contexts
can be viewed as the turntaking layer in the Information-State approach (only
with more states) but instead of monolithic, integrated state+transition rules, we
decoupled the states and the transitions via the modules+messages paradigm.

Table 3.1: Turntaking contexts
I-Have-Turn Other-Has-Turn
I-Accept-Turn Other-Accepts-Turn
I-Give-Turn Other-Gives-Turn
I-Want-Turn Other-Wants-Turn
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Figure 3.1: Turntaking is modeled via semi-global contexts. Context is controlled
by both perception and decision modules and in turn controls which specific mod-
ules are applicable in each context (from Thórisson et al. (2008)).

3.2 Temporal Windows

One of the contributing factors to responsiveness of a system is the combined pro-
cessing load of the system’s modules. Modules can of course be spread across
a set of computers if the load gets too great, but that in turn gives rise to a new
set of time synchronization issues, and thus, keeping modules "light" and reac-
tive contributes to the response time. One of the recurring factors in dialogue is
temporal awareness, be it for correct timing of output generation, integration of
asynchronous multimodal perceptions or various internal analyses. This makes
temporal awareness a good candidate for a generalized module instead of imple-
menting seemingly the same capability into multiple modules.

The distributed architecture - where internal mechanisms are controlled by
message passing - gives a certain transparency to the inner functionalities of the
system, revealing temporal order of internal events (messages) for any module to
monitor. The Window Monitor is a general module that can be set to notify of
specific order of events, events without "correct" reaction within a given time or
increasing urgency of ongoing events. For each condition we want to monitor we
define the temporal window the event will occur in. Each window is defined by: A
set of messages that define the start and the end of the window, messages to listen
to within the window, size - if window has fixed size instead of being defined by
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an end message -, and messages to be posted when window closes and/or when
monitored message occurs within the window (see Figure 3.2). The posted mes-
sages can then serve as a reminder of a sort for other modules to react to, allowing
for a larger portion of decisions in other modules to be handled reactively. We run
an instance of the Window Monitor for each window we define. These modules
like all others can be restricted to run only in specific contexts.

Module: XXX.Temporal.Window
Context: <Confining context>

Start: <Message defining the start of the window>

Stop: <Message defining the end of the window>

Trigger: <Messages to monitor within the window>

Size: <If window has a fixed size>

PostOnTimeOut: <Message posted when window

closes>

PostOnTrigger: <Message posted on trigger>

Figure 3.2: Definition of a Window Monitor for reactive temporal control.

3.3 System Modules

This section describes the system’s modules, ordered by their main functionality:
Perception, decision and action. A flat view of modules and messages can be seen
in Figure 3.3.

3.3.1 Perception

Audio signal is processed by two groups of perception modules (perceptors): lex-
ical and non-lexical. Each group is then split in two incremental perception layers
with low-level modules, dealing with transforming the audio signal, and high-level
modules dealing with interpretation and understanding.

Prosody Tracking and Analysis

A Prosody-Tracker is a low-level perceptor whose input is a raw audio signal
(Nivel & Thórisson, 2008). It computes speech signal levels and compares this
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Figure 3.3: Flat layout of message passing between modules.
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to a set of thresholds to determine information about speech activity, producing
timestamped Speech-On and Speech-Off messages. It also analyzes the speech
prosody incrementally (in steps of 16 msecs) and produces continuous values, in
the form of a continuous stream of pitch message updates. The current system is
equipped with two Prosody-Trackers, one for the interlocutor’s audio input and
one for monitoring its own output.

The Prosody-Analyzer perceptor monitors Speech-On and -Off messages from
both prosody trackers to identify silences and overlaps in the conversation. It also
analyzes the interlocutor’s pitch further, extracting features such as final slope
and end point. The most recent tail of speech right before a silence, currently
the last 300 msecs, are searched for the latest local minimum/maximum pitch to
identify the starting point of the final slope. Slope is split into three semantic
categories: Up, Straight and Down according to Formula 3.1; End point is split
into three groups for relative value of pitch right before silence: Above, At, Below,
as compared to the average pitch according to Formula 3.2.

m =
∆pitch

∆msecs
,











if m > 0.05→ slope = Up

if (−0.05 ≤ m ≤ 0.05)→ slope = Straight

if m < −0.05→ slope = Down

(3.1)

d = pitchend − pitchavg











if d > 10→ end = Above

if (−10 ≤ d ≤ 10)→ end = At

if d < 10→ end = Below

(3.2)

The Prosody-Analyzer outputs these symbolic representations of the final slope
for each speech segment. A speech segment is defined by a Speech-On/Speech-
Off pair and does not represent an utterance or a sentence as can be seen in Figure
3.4; 9 seconds of continuous speech is divided into 6 speech segments by 5 si-
lences of 100-200 msecs in the speech.

Speech-to-text Processing

Speech-To-Text is a low-level wrapper module that serves as an interface for a
continuous, large vocabulary, general-purpose dictation speech recognizer. The
recognizer we use is Dragon NaturallySpeaking. Dragon has proved to have rela-
tively good accuracy and user-independence, even without the individual training
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Figure 3.4: 9 seconds of continuous speech with symbolic representation of final
pitch-slope before each silence (identified in gray).

recommended by the manufacturer (Jonsdottir et al., 2007). The wrappers role is
to pull information out of Dragon and publish for other modules to process. Real-
time constraints demand that all data be processed as soon as it becomes available
and for that purpose the wrapper publishes all possible hypotheses generated by
Dragon. Hypotheses are less accurate and ever-changing, but it could mean the
difference of several seconds to wait for the final output, which is not available
until after the speaker falls silent for at least 100 msecs.

Text Analysis Modules

The text produced by the Speech-To-Text module is searched using various in-
formation extraction techniques using the GATE architecture, a framework for
language technology research (Cunningham et al., 2002). It includes a variety of
language engineering tools (parsing methods, semantic tagging etc). We have built
modules for extracting nouns, dates and names from the recognized text. These
Text Analyzer modules work with both hypotheses and final versions of text pro-
duced by the Speech-To-Text module, allowing for incremental perception of con-
tent. Although these might be extracted quicker with a one-step grammar-based
speech recognition, procedures such as verification of grammatical and semantic
correctness rely on continuous speech recognition.

A Text Analyzer Director uses form filling methods to synchronize output from
the Text Analyzers and filter recognitions for repetitions and possible errors.
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3.3.2 Decision

The decision modules can be split into three categories. (a) Turntaking - dealing
with inner beliefs of the system, (b) Dialogue Control - dealing with the how of
conversations, and (c) Content Generation - dealing with the what.

Turntaking

The turntaking system is a set of modules whose goal is to maintain the turntaking
context most accurately reflecting the real state. A set of simple deciders control
the reactive behavior in each context. Each contains at least one rule about when to
transition, based on both temporal and other information. Transitions are made in
pull manner; the Other-Accepts-Turn-Decider transits to context Others-Accepts-
Turn (see Figure 3.5).

We use Temporal Windows to define timeouts in the negotiating states in the
turntaking context. Window is set to start when the context starts and end when
any other turntaking context starts. Window size is set at 3 seconds; after which
a timeout message is sent, which in turn is used by a decider to take an action.
Configuration of a window for context I-Give-Turn is listed in Figure 3.6.

The reactive turntaking deciders take into account the interlocutor’s speech
state (Speech-On, Speech-Off). These were implemented as reusable functions:
Transition-If-Last-Speech-Is-Off, Transition-Always and Transition-if-Last-Speech-
Is-On, Transition-if-Last-Speech-Is-Timeout, available to all deciders. The con-
figuration for the module Other-Gives-Turn-Decider-1 (OGTD-1) can be seen in
Figure 3.7. OGTD-1 is active in 2 different contexts - Other-Has-Turn and I-Want-
Turn - and is waiting for a signal that a silence of a fixed length has occurred in
the interlocutors speech, signaling that the interlocutor is giving turn.

Content Generator

The Content Generator Simulator (CGS) is responsible for creating utterances
incrementally, in "thought units", typically of shorter duration than 1 second. It
decides on what to say, based on inner goals and information from the Text An-
alyzer Director. Content generation is a relatively large project in itself and is
outside the scope of this thesis. However, in accordance with the separation of
content generation and envelope control in the YTTM, a placeholder for content
generation (CGS) was created, with a critical eye towards the interface between
this function and the rest of the system.
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Figure 3.5: The turntaking system can be viewed as a set of 8 contexts and 11 de-
ciders. Each context has at least one associated decider for determining transition
to it. In context I-Have-Turn, both I-Give-Turn-Decider (IGTD) and Other-Wants-
Turn-Decider (OWTD) are active. Unlike other modules, the Dialog Planner can
transition independent of the system’s current context and override the decisions
from the reactive deciders. A Window Monitor handles transitions if one of the
contexts is being held unacceptably long but its transitions are not included in the
diagram.
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Module: I-Give-Turn.Maximum.Window
Context: DiP.I-give-turn

Start: Context:DiP.I-give-turn

Stop: Context:DiP.*

Trigger:
Size: 3000

PostOnTimeOut: Unim.Sense.Timeout.I-Give-Turn

PostOnTrigger:

Figure 3.6: Configuration for I-Give-Turn Timeout Window

Module: Other-gives-turn-1

Context: DiP.I-want-turn

Triggers: Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.{$Other}

Post: Context:DiP.Other-gives-turn

Retrieve: Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.*.{$Other}

Crank: CADIA.Module.TT::Transition_IfTimeout

Context: "DiP.Other-has-turn"

Triggers: "Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.{$Other}"

Post: Context:DiP.Other-gives-turn

Crank: CADIA.Module.TT::Transition_Always

Figure 3.7: Configuration for Other-Gives-Turn-Decider (OGTD).
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At present we are using two types of thought units: Sentence fragments and
silences. Treating silence as a thought units aids the generation of a more realis-
tic behavior by allowing for thinking pauses and emphasis to be simulated. The
simulator selects either random or sequential sentence fragments to speak from a
pre-designed list, combines them with silences and sends incrementally.

The CGS determines the generated prosody: By adding a comma (,) to each
fragment except the last one the final fall (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990)
can be suppressed and the intonation kept up; by appending a period (.) we get
a typical final fall, e.g. "I went to my summer house," - "this weekend," - "the
weather was nice," - "the whole time.". This is done dynamically as the fragments
are categorized as either intermediate fragment or last fragment.

Module: Content Generator Simulator

Context: All

Triggers:
Unim.Sens.Content.Recognition.*

Internal.Act.Speech.Start

Internal.Act.Speech.Stop

Internal.Act.Speech.Done

Internal.Act.Speech.FragmentDone

Context:DiP.Other-gives-turn

Context:DiP.Other-wants-turn

Post:
Internal.Plan.Speech.HaveSomethingToSay

Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue

Figure 3.8: Configuration for Content Generation Simulator.

The CGS publishes content to a queue to be scheduled by other modules.
It then receives status reports on the progress, with messages Speech.Start/-Stop
when speech commands are executed, Speech.FragmentDone when a thought unit
has been produced but more remain to be produced and Speech.Done when the
final thought unit is produced. The CGS reports its internal state to other modules
with Speech.HaveSomethingToSay message. The simulator is running in all con-
texts but it gets notified when contexts other-gives-turn and other-wants-turn are
activated (see Figure 3.8).
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Dialogue Planner

The Dialogue Planner’s (DP) goal is to keep a conversation going without hav-
ing/needing information about the topic of conversation. It is responsible for pro-
ducing fillers if content is not ready and gracefully giving turn when content is not
generated within the set time frame. It operates based on the turntaking context,
state of content generation and inner states such as motivation to speak. Motiva-
tion to speak rises over time and can be used to control turn lengths, independent
from the content generation.

Module: Dialogue Planner

Context: All

Triggers:
Unim.Sens.Prosody.Speech.On

Context:DiP.Other-gives-turn

Context:DiP.Other-has-turn

Context:DiP.Other-wants-turn

Internal.Plan.Speech.HaveSomethingToSay

Post:
Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-want-turn

Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-give-turn

Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-accept-turn

Figure 3.9: Configuration for Dialogue Planner.

The Dialogue Planner controls the deliberative actions on the turn state di-
rectly by sending context messages. This applies to I-Want-Turn, I-Accept-Turn
and I-Give-Turn (see Figure 3.9), which are deliberate decisions and not based
on reactive mechanisms as described above but on internal states: If the Content
Generator has some content ready to be communicated, the agent might want to
signal that it wants turn and it may want to signal I-Give-Turn when content queue
is empty (i.e. has nothing to say). These decisions override decisions made by the
reactive turntaking modules.

3.3.3 Action

The system’s output in the current implementation is limited to speech, but a mul-
timodal output synchronization module was created to facilitate multimodal action
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at later stages. The Action Scheduler takes input from the Decision and the Ac-
tion modules and controls all motors, following the Ymir architecture (Thórisson,
1996).

Module: Action Scheduler

Context: All

Triggers:
Context:DiP.Other-has-turn

Context:DiP.I-accept-turn

Unim.Sens.Vox.Speech.Overlap.Start

Unim.Sens.Vox.Speech.Overlap.Stop

Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue

Post:
Internal.Act.Speech.Start

Internal.Act.Speech.Stop

Figure 3.10: Configuration for Action Scheduler.

Action Scheduler

The Action Scheduler synchronizes and schedules output. It can be viewed as
a limited resource manager, filtering and scheduling behaviors to be produced.
As well as synchronizing multimodal action, it also schedules output from the
system’s deciders as appropriate according to the context. The Action Scheduler
receives notification when contexts I-accept-turn or Other-has-turn are activated.
I-accept-turn triggers synchronizing between filled pauses (i.e. "uhm") and con-
tent with backchannel generation requests (if any) filtered out and vice versa in
Other-has-turn. The Action Scheduler is also responsible for raising voice or
withdrawing upon overlapping speech, receiving messages from the Pitch Ana-
lyzer when overlapping starts and stops (see Figure 3.10).

Speech Synthesizer Controller

Speech Synthesizer Controller realizes actions made by the Action Scheduler. It is
purely a reactive module that takes commands to Receive content/Clear content,
Speak/Stop Speaking, raise or lower volume etc (see Figure 3.11). Content is real-
ized using the Loquendo speech synthesizer, which has been enabled to start and
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stop synthesis at a moment’s notice (around 100 msecs). Loquendo uses special
markup to control the prosody and includes various predesigned filler words.

Module: Speech Synthesizer Controller

Context: All

Triggers:
Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue

Internal.Act.Speech.Start

Internal.Act.Speech.Pause

Internal.Act.Speech.Resume

Internal.Act.Speech.Stop

Internal.Act.Speech.Volume

Internal.Act.Speech.Pitch

Internal.Act.Speech.Speed

Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Flush

Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Replace

Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Remove

Post:
Internal.Act.Speech.Done

Internal.Act.Speech.FragmentDone

Figure 3.11: Configuration for Speech Synthesizer Controller.

3.4 Temporal Behavior of System Components

Response time is a large contributing factor of human likeness in conversation. In
our model the perception processing and output generation are the critical compo-
nents (bottlenecks even) in this respect. These components interface off-the-shelf
software that cannot be functionally divided any further for optimization. The
temporal characteristics of these modules control how they can be used to gain
human likeness in speed as well as in other areas.

Temporal analysis of conversational behaviors in human discourse shows that
turn transitions in natural conversation take on average 0-250 msecs (M. Wilson
& Wilson, 2005; Ford & Thompson, 1996; Goodwin, 1981) in face-to-face con-
versation. Silences in telephone conversations - when visual cues are not available
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- are at least 100 msecs longer on average (Bosch, Oostdijk, & Boves, 2005). In
a study by Wilson and Zimmerman, between-speaker2 silences in human conver-
sations were measured in a face-to-face laboratory setting. They found that 30%
of silences are shorter than 200 msecs and over 70% are shorter than 500 msecs
(M. Wilson & Wilson, 2005). It should be emphasized that the study measured
between-speaker silences and not between-turn silences (that is, exclusively when
transitions were deemed to have occurred) so interruptions and back-channel feed-
back were not filtered out in those data, but this none the less sets strict require-
ments on temporal adequacy.

3.4.1 Evaluation of Realtime Perception Processing

To measure the speed of the prosodic perception we analyzed the time from the
Speech-Off signal until the high level representation of the prosody pattern (the
tail before the silence) is published. The average time is 73 msecs; Contribut-
ing factors to this being so low are optimizations done on the Prosody-Tracker
alongside this work.

To measure the speed of content recognition we played 36 recordings of speak-
ers telling a story to the system. Eight different words were selected and time
between the actual end time of word until word was recognized by one of the Text
Analyzers, was measured. Speed varies quite a bit between runs (Dragon’s re-
sponse time is fairly non-deterministic), so to test time performance we did 3 runs
on the same dataset of 36 interviews giving us 350 recognized instances. Average
response time was just over 2 sec with only 1.1% of occurrences below 250 msecs
(see Table 3.2). The content perception is thus still far from reliably achieving
natural response times.3

Table 3.2: Temporal analysis of perception modules.
Module Average Minimum Maximum < 250 msecs
Prosody Processing 73 msecs 61 msecs 94 msecs 100%
Content Processing 2140 msecs 129 msecs 6737 msecs 1.1 %

Using grammar-based speech recognition would likely give a better result
for keyword spotting but this shows, however, that analyzing speech for being

2 Between speaker silence is the silence measured from the time one participant stops speaking
and the next starts.

3 More detail of this study can be found in Jonsdottir et al. (2007)
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grammatically or semantically correct when the domain is general conversation,
is probably close to impossible with current state of the art speech recognizers,
using large vocabulary, at least not within the timeframe of natural human turn-
taking behavior. Prosodic analysis however is always finished within the required
timeframe and thus will be used as the basis for learning turntaking cues.

3.4.2 Evaluation of Realtime Behavior Generation

The content production time was measured as the time between the Action Sched-
uler executing a speak command and the actual time speech was produced, we
will refer to this as Motor Delay (MD). We analyzed 10 minutes of interaction
and found the average generation time to be just over 200 msecs, with a minimum
of 156 msecs for short fillers (i.e. "uhum", "aha"). This evaluation was done after
various optimizations in the design of the Speech Synthesizer Controller and is
unlikely to improve dramatically beyond these numbers.

Table 3.3: Temporal analysis of content production.
Average Minimum Maximum < 250 msecs
206 156 297 87.2%

This time cannot easily be optimized further but this delay in generation presents
an opportunity for the agent to change his mind about starting to speak. This can
be used to improve accuracy in cases when a "mistaken" cue to speak is discovered
early enough or even to predict a time when the speech command can "safely" be
sent based on this window of cancelation.



Chapter 4

Distributed Learning

As many have pointed out (cf. (O’Connell et al., 1990)), a proper theory of turn-
taking should cover varied situations ranging from debates, to lectures, negotia-
tions, interviews, casual chats, formal meetings, task-oriented communication on
a noisy factory floor, successful communication on the telephone with no mul-
timodal information but plenty of paraverbal information, etc. While we do not
claim to be close to any such comprehensive theory or model, our approach nods
in the direction of methods, techniques and architectural features that promise to
take us closer to such a comprehensive state. We are thus not aiming at learning
a single policy which will then onwards be used unchanged, but rather at a sys-
tem that constantly adapts its turntaking behavior to the interlocutor. This adds
constraints on the system to learn "on the job" with minimal interruptions to the
dialogue in progress.

This chapter describes the distributed learning architecture that supports learn-
ing multiple policies simultaneously and the implementation of learning "polite"
turntaking behavior, specifically improving its own ability to take turns correctly
and quickly, with minimal speech overlap.

4.1 Learning Architecture

One of the benefits of distributed architectures is that reusability of functionality
can often "easily" be attained by layering functionality into general and special-

ized modules. By splitting the learning skill in two parts similar to Actor-Critic
methods we have developed a distributed Off-Policy Actor-Learner method. The
learner can be viewed as the basic learning skill that functions the same way, no
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Figure 4.1: An Actor posts a decision about an action to be performed. The
Learner receives the decision and monitors for events in the system that can be
contributed to the decision (or a sequence of decision). The Learner re-evaluates
its policy and publishes updated policy at regular intervals.

matter what is being learned. The actor, however, has a higher-level knowledge
of the specific problem being learned and uses that to aid the learning. Various
learning methods can be used to learn state-action pairs and our approach does
not constrain which can be used, on the contrary, multiple simultaneous learning
methods can be used to learn multiple policies, each holding a different set of
rewards.

In the Actor-Critic setup the Actor has a policy that it follows and the Critic
evaluates the actions selected from the policy (and thus is On-Policy learning).
In the Actor-Learner setup the Learner holds the policy being learned, manages
delayed reward, and can use any Off-Policy or On-Policy learning method. By us-
ing an Off-Policy method in the Learner we can decouple the selecting of actions
and learning from them, thus learning from performed actions as well as canceled
actions.

Actors and Learners can be coupled many-to-many through decisions: One or
more Actors (modules) make decisions about which actions to perform and one
or more Learner evaluate the effect of these decisions on the environment. The
reason we use the term decision here instead of referring to the action itself is
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twofold: A decision can be made to act in the future (i.e. planning) and a decision
can be canceled before the actual action is performed. The evidence that leads to
each decision is represented as the union of the states the decision was taken in,
or based on. Each decision has a lifetime in which system events can determine
a reward, but reward can also be calculated in the case of an absence of an event,
after the given lifetime has passed (e.g. no overlapping speech). A decision is
thus a three tuple object containing the action selected, the states the system was
in when the action was selected, and lifetime.

Decision : {a, s1−n, l} where s1−n ⊆ S and a ∈ A(s) and l ∈ N (4.1)

4.1.1 The Actors

Any module in the system can use the learning mechanism by taking on the role
of an actor. An actor has a set of policies to follow and an action selection method,
which controls how he explores, and even spawns new actions. Various methods
such as ε-greedy exploration, guided exploration (as is needed with continuous
action spaces), or confidence value thresholds, can be used in conjunction with
policies being learned. An actor can start with a limited set of actions, spawning
new actions at finer and finer granularity as it gains experience aiming in on a
sweetspot. Whatever the mechanism behind the selection process, the actor sends
out a decision whenever it decides to do something. What then contributes to the
learning experience from that decision point on is out of the scope of the actor.
The only feedback the actor will get is updated policies from the Learners that
evaluated the decision.

4.1.2 The Learners

A Learner is responsible for evaluating a set of decisions in the system and main-
taining a policy based on events following these decisions. A Learner consists of
(1) a learning method, which can be any learning method that learns state-action
pairs, (2) a list of decisions to evaluate, (3) reward functions, and (4) estimated
return values for the policy being learned. The Learner does not need to have
a model of the state space being explored but instead gradually learns what ac-
tions are available in what states through the decisions it evaluates. The reward
functions - what events following what actions lead to what reward - need to be
pre-determined. The reward is a three tuple object containing the action selected,
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the event (in the form of any message in the system) determining the reward, and
the reward itself as a real number.

Reward : {a, e, r} where a ∈ A and e ∈ msg and r ∈ R (4.2)

While assigning rewards to actions in the system the Learner builds a model
of the world and maintains the value function for a single policy. All modifica-
tions to the policy are then published at a static interval. Learning multiple strate-
gies simultaneously can be done with multiple Learners in parallel, with different
learning methods and rewards (see Figure 4.1).

We implemented a Q-Learning Learner which uses a delayed Q-Learning
method according to the formula:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γmaxQ
a

(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)] (4.3)

Where Q(s,a) is the learned estimated return for picking action a in state s at
time t, α is the learning rate and r is the reward. When multiple decisions are
needed to achieve a task a discounted portion (γ) of the best return (maxQ(st, a))
is added to the reward, so that random explorations in the middle of a sequence of
actions does not negatively affect the whole sequence. Each decision is queued for
the period of its lifetime (which can represent the estimated length of an episode
in a multi-decision task). When a terminal state is reached, which happens in
the form of an event from the environment, the rewards are calculated for all
the decisions in the queue. A terminal state is also reached when the decision’s
lifetime passes.

4.2 Learning Temporal Predictive Control

Our first application of the Actor-Learner is to learn turntaking behavior based
on the interlocutor’s prosody. As mentioned before, speakers "produce" frequent
silences in speech - variable at length - without it meaning that they are giving
turn. The learning problem, as we have set it up, is to learn to take turn fast and
correctly, with tolerance for silences in the interlocutor’s speech. The agent learns
to size a temporal window in which the interlocutor retains the turn after he falls
silent. We call this window Turn Retain Window (TRW) and it is measured in
milliseconds. If the interlocutor has not started speaking again when this window
closes it is perceived that he is giving turn.
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For each learning task we want to solve with the architecture, we need to
implement an actor, decide states and actions and design the reward function.
These will now be described.

4.2.1 The Actor: Deciding Other-Gives-Turn

The Actor that will be making decisions is a new decider module, Other-Gives-
Turn-Decider-2 (OGTD-2). This decider is only active in state I-Want-Turn and
decides the size of the TRW. The OGTD-2 also switches to context Other-Gives-
Turn if TRW closes without a sound from the interlocutor. Prosodic features,
calculated by the Prosody Analyzer are used to represent the state for the decision.
We combined final slope (Up, Straight, Down) and endpoint (Above, At, Below)
into a single representation giving us nine categories (Up_Above, Up_Below ...).
Each time a Speech-Off signal is detected; OGTD-2 receives analysis of the pitch
from the Prosody-Analyzer (see Figure 4.2) and selects a predicted safe TRW
which will be used as the action. The end of the window determines when, in the
future, it will start speaking/take the turn. The lifetime of the decision is set to
expire 1 second after the action is committed to.

Decision :











a = TRW

s = prosody pattern

l = a + 1000

(4.4)

In the case where the interlocutor starts speaking again after a silence, two
things can happen: (1) If he starts speaking within the window, the decider doesn’t
signal Other-Giving-Turn, essentially never committing to the plan to speak. (2)
If he starts talking just after the window closes, after the decider signals Other-
Gives-Turn, overlapping speech will likely occur.

We have split the continuous action space into discrete logarithmic values (see
Table 4.1), starting with 10 msecs and doubling the value up to 2.56 seconds,
which is above the 2 second fixed TRW used by OGTD-1, where the system takes
the turn by default. This means that when OGTD-2 decides on a larger window
than 2 seconds it will not get the opportunity to signal Other-Gives-Turn after that
time since OGTD-1 will have done that after 2 seconds.

Table 4.1: Discrete actions representing TRW size in msecs.
Actions: 10 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280 2560
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Prosody
Analyzer

Context:
Other-

Gives-Turn

Other Gives 
Turn Decider 

2

QLearner

Internal.Report.Memory.Qvalues

Unim.Perc.Vox.Prosod.Analys

Internal.Report.Decision.Prosody

State: Up_Above

Action: 160 msec

Timestamp: 1212...

Policy: QLearner
State: Up_Above

{10,-489}{20,-328}...

Pattern: Up_Above

Timestamp: 1212...

Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Start

After 160 msec

Speech.Off

PitchStream

Speech.On

Speech.On

ACTOR
LEARNER

Figure 4.2: Other-Gives-Turn-Decider-2 receives an analysis of prosody when
interlocutor stops speaking and decides a "safe" TRW before taking turn. The
QLearner maps decisions and events and publishes policy at a fixed interval.
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Allowing the agent to start with all actions (window sizes) available produces
unnecessary overlaps while learning (Jonsdottir, Thórisson, & Nivel, 2008). As-
suming that there exists a single optimal TRW with the best return and that return
will degrade in relation to distance from that point; we do not need to explore a
window of 40 msecs if a window of 80 msecs is considered worse than one of
160 msecs for a specific state. We prevent this by giving the module only a single
action, 1280 msecs, in the beginning. The agent then dynamically increases its
action space. The module spawns new actions only as needed; spawning smaller
window only if smallest available is considered the best and spawning larger if
largest tried so far is considered the best.

<config>
<rewards>

<reward action = "*" msg = "-timeout-" reward = "-(action)" />
<reward action = "*" msg = "Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Start"

reward = "-3000.0" />
<reward action = "*" msg = "Unim.Perc.CriticalRegion

.CancelOpportunity" reward = "-3000.0" />
</rewards>
<decisions>

<decision timeframe = "-" msg =
"Internal.Report.Decision.Prosody" />

</decisions>
<qvalues>

<state name = "Down_Below" >
<action actionname = "10" visited = "3" value = "-380.81" />
. . .

</state>
. . .

</qvalues>
</config>

Figure 4.3: QLearner’s configuration, mapping between decisions and
events. Rewards and Decision section need to be predetermined at run time
but the Qvalues is gradually filled in as the system learns more.
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4.2.2 Reward Functions

Implementing the reward function is one of the trickiest part of a learning problem.
For fluid turntaking we need to balance between creating overlaps and silences
being too awkward, integrating rewards from events such as overlapping speech
with the notion of time.

The reward given for decisions that do not lead to overlapping speech is the
negative value of the TRW; a 100 msec TRW gives a reward of -100 and a 10 msec
TRW gives -10. If, however, overlapping speech occurs, a reward of -3000 (more
than waiting the maximum amount of time) is given. All rewards in the system
are thus negative. This promotes exploring, resulting in less explored actions often
being considered the best option. The configuration for the reward function can
be seen in Figure 4.3. Reward is based on event if event occurs within the lifetime
of the decision otherwise the timeout reward is used.

4.2.3 Learning within a Cancel Speech Window

One method for locating a threshold, (preferably) without bumping into it, is to
define a set of circumstances likely to arise close to the threshold to learn from.
By using the inevitable 200 msecs delay in speech production1, in which the agent
can cancel speech to our advantage, we gain a window in which we can learn
without overlapping. We define a temporal window to start when Other-Gives-
Turn context starts and end when speech starts being produced by self. A message
is posted if interlocutor starts speaking within this window. This message triggers
both the decision to cancel speech and signals that we are close to the threshold
we are looking for. The reward given for canceled speech is the same as for an
overlapped speech. We hypothesize that this will decrease overlaps, but it could
influence the policy being learned to be more passive. This is evaluated in Section
5.1.3.

1 From the time a decision to start speaking is made until the "motors" start responding.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

The specific goal of this work was to develop an agent that can adapt its turntak-
ing behavior in dialogue in a short amount of time and learn to take turns with
(ideally) no speech overlap; aiming at shortest possible silence between speaker
turns, yet allowing the interlocutor to "stop and breath" without losing the turn.
To evaluate how well this has been achieved we have set up a scenario where the
agent conducts an interview, using only prosodic features to decide when the in-
terviewee is giving-turn. Whenever the interlocutor falls silent, the agent decides a
temporal window in which the interlocutor retains the turn (Turn Retain Window).
Since our goal is to create constantly adaptable agent, instead of using the typical
train/test learning scenario we evaluated the agent while learning a variable TRW,
not allowing him to learn beforehand.

The interview consists of a predefined list of 40 questions, meant to elicit
both single- and multi-sentence responses from the interlocutor. Table 5.1 lists a
sample of the questions (the total list of questions is provided in Appendix B).
The agent is configured to ask the questions one at a time, and move on to next
question whenever he thinks user is done replying.

Table 5.1: Sample interview questions.
Question
What is your favorite season of the year?
What did you have for breakfast today, and what is your favorite breakfast?
What day of the week is your favorite, and what day is your least favorite?
What countries have you been to?
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The remainder of this chapter is divided in five parts. In Section 5.1 we show
a comparison between using fixed TRW vs. learning a variable one and we an-
alyze the learned categorization of prosodic features. This is done in a scenario
where the agent interviews an artificial interviewee; another copy of itself. In
Section 5.2 the agent is evaluated when interviewing people. The agent starts
with no knowledge as in the previous evaluation and learns incrementally as he
talks to more people. In Section 5.3 we evaluate the agent in the role of the in-
terviewee, comparing the prosody patters learned when interviewing people vs.
when interviewing self. In Section 5.4 we compare between-speaker silences to
human-human conversation. In Section 5.5 we evaluate modifications in people’s
behavior over the course of the interview to identify if people "learn" to interact
with the system and in that respect assist the system in its performance.

5.1 Online Learning when Interacting with Self

Reinforcement Learning and related learning methods are known to be slow at
converging to optimal values. Evaluations involving large numbers of people can
be both time consuming and costly. One solution is to use the agent itself as an
artificial interlocutor. This has benefits for various testing purposes: By control-
ling the behavior of the interlocutor (e.g. "think" silences, prosody, turntaking
behavior) we can create various scenarios for evaluation. This also allows us to
compare various settings, such as fixed vs. variable TRW, in identical scenarios,
something that is not possible to do with human subjects.

In a scenario with two agents, there are three things we are interested in com-
paring: The first is performance comparison when the agent is learning, compared
to when using a fixed TRW. We will use silences and overlaps as measurements.
Silences in conversation are generally categorized into within-turn and between-
turn silences. To measure how fast the agent can take turn we need to analyze
only the between-turn silences followed by our agent taking the turn. We thus
categorize between-turn silences into before-turn silences for each participant in
the conversation. Overlaps will be measured in overlapped turns. This can be
summarized in the following hypothesis:

H1: Using a learned variable Turn Retain Window, compared to a
fixed TRW, will result in shorter silences and fewer overlaps.

The second is the prosodic perception used as the basis for learning. One of the
measurements of how well prosodic cues are captured in the meta-representation
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of prosody is the variation in TRW size learned by the agent. If the meta-representation
captures the features needed, the learned TRW should be of various sizes. If the
data represented is however useless there should be no variation in TRW between
patterns. This is stated in hypothesis H2:

H2: Using final part of pitch just before silence as evidence
will result in unequal sizes of learned TRW.

The third is the effect of canceling speech when interlocutor starts speaking
after the TRW closes. We talk about Cancel Speech Window as the "motor" delay;
the time from speak command being executed until sound is produced. Canceling
speech within this window will prevent overlap and the interlocutor recovers the
turn. This is stated in the following hypothesis:

H3: Using CSW will reduce overlaps.

5.1.1 Evaluation Setup

Two agents - named Askur and Embla - have been set up and evaluated. Askur
is the interviewer and Embla is the interviewee. Embla, the interviewee, has all
the agent’s functionality except the learning ability. She is configured to speak
in groups of 1 - 4 sentence fragments each time she is asked a question, adding
silence thought units (STU) between these sentence fragments in the range of
0 - 1000 msecs (uniform distribution). This will produce actual silences within
Embla’s turn to be 150-1290 milliseconds; length of within-turn silence is de-
termined by STU and motor delay (MD). We know from previous evaluation in
Section 3.4.2 that MD is 150 - 290 msecs.

Embla’s within-turn silence = STU{0..1000}+ MD{150..290} (5.1)

Embla has a very "passive" interaction style and will only start speaking after
a 2-second TRW (controlled by her Other-Gives-Turn-Decider-1). Embla pro-
duces prosodic indicators as described in Section 3.3.2. This is done to eliminate
overlaps made by Embla mistakenly taking the turn when it is not being given.

Embla’s before-turn silence = TRW{2000}+ MD{150..290} (5.2)
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5.1.2 Learning Variable Turn Retain Window: Evaluation

To test hypothesis H1 - that a variable TRW will outperform any fixed TRW - we
have compared learning to three different fixed TRWs. To test proper convergence
of the learning mechanism each run is 1 hour, giving us over 400 turns per run.
Each scenario was run 5 times. The data is then divided into 20 turns, giving us
100 measurements behind each data point.

Table 5.2: Askur’s before-turn silences.
TRW Average Minimum Maximum
(1) 1280 msecs 1507 msecs 1421 msecs 1891 msecs
(2) 960 msecs 1251 msecs 1094 msecs 1859 msecs
(3) 640 msecs 923 msecs 766 msecs 1871 msecs
(4) Learning 724 msecs 235 msecs 1953 msecs

Table 5.3: Overlapped turns.
TRW Turns with overlaps
(1) 1280 msecs 0.2%
(2) 960 msecs 27.1%
(3) 640 msecs 45.5%
(4) Learning 19.5%

Silences within Embla’s turn are uniformly distributed, between 150 and 1290
msec long. The size of the fixed TRW will thus directly control how many within-
turn silences will wrongly be considered a turn-giving signal; using a large win-
dow of 1280 causes almost no overlaps, 960 msecs causes 27.1%, and a window
of 640 causes overlaps in 45.5% of all turns. It is obvious that decreasing window
size further would increase number of overlaps. This means that we cannot find a
fixed TRW that returns a better performance both in regards to silences and over-
laps. By achieving shorter between-speaker silences and only 19.5% overlaps in
the learning scenario we confirm hypothesis H1.

In the learning scenario the silences drop steadily for the first 80 turns. Av-
erage silence after that is around 800 msecs, dropping to 600 after 140 turns (see
Figure 5.1). Askur’s shortest silence in the learning scenario is 235 msecs which
is well within human turntaking speed. Overlaps are recorded in 19.5% of the
turns in the learning scenario when the whole period is analyzed, this drops to
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Figure 5.1: Silences and overlaps when Askur takes turn, measured as an average
of 5 runs. Silences and overlaps are grouped into 20 turns per group.
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Figure 5.2: Learned TRW by pattern when interviewing Embla. Three patterns
separate themselves from the rest with TRW contracting over time, identifying
them as turn-giving signals.

15% for the second half of the run. This is in spite a random (ε-greedy) decision
being made in 10% of turns.

To test hypothesis H2 - that the meta-representation of prosody contains turn-
giving cues - we analyzed the learned state-action pairs. We see that Down_Below

and Straight_Below have a much shorter TRW than the rest of the patterns, indi-
cating that they are a turn-giving indicator for Embla (see Figure 5.2). Learned
TRW for Down_Below drops below 80 msecs on average after 200 turns; identi-
fying it as the strongest turn-giving signal. The agent learns to wait 1280 msecs
for most other patterns, indicating that they are more likely turn-holding signals.
This confirms hypothesis H2. Up_Below is the only pattern that has a medium
sized TRW, which most likely is due to the infrequency of the pattern and thus
convergence not complete in 400 turns. Various aspects, such as the order and
frequency of the patterns produced control the speed of convergence in each run.
Variation between runs is somewhat, with TRW for Down_Below ranging from
10 msecs to 80 msecs at the end of the 400 turns.

5.1.3 Learning within a Cancel Speech Window: Evaluation

To test hypothesis H3 - the benefits from being able to cancel speech on reducing
occurrences of overlapping speech - we compared data using both fixed TRW
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and when learning. We use a fixed TRW of 640 msecs and compare using the
functionality to cancel speech within the Cancel Speech Window (see Section
4.2.3) or not.

Table 5.4: Overlapped turns.
TRW Use CRW Turns with overlaps
(1) 640 msecs No 45.5%
(2) 640 msecs Yes 39.1%
(3) Learning No 22.1%
(4) Learning Yes 19.5%

Data from Scenario (1) contains 1695 turns with 771 turns with overlapping
speech; Data from Scenario (2) contains 1989 turns with 661 turns with overlap-
ping speech. There are 6.36% fewer occurrences of overlapped turns when the
Cancel Speech Window is used.

We calculated a 95% confidence interval for the difference using Wilson’s
Score Interval (WSI), which is used to calculate confidence interval for difference
of proportions (E. B. Wilson, 1927)1. The WSI predicts with 95% certainty that
to use the CSW lowers occurring overlaps (measured as overlapped turns as a
portion of all turns) by between 3.02% and 9.66%. This confirms hypothesis H3.

5.2 Online Learning when Interacting with People

To compare the results when interviewing an artificial interviewee to when inter-
viewing real people we set up an evaluation including human volunteers. Human
subjects interact with Askur in the same settings as above i.e. learning variable
TRW. Askur begins with no knowledge in the beginning of the first interview,
then gradually learns to modify his wait time before speaking as he speaks to
more people. For this condition our hypothesis is the null hypothesis; that we will
get the same results as when interacting with Embla.

H4: Same result as when interacting with Embla.

10 volunteers took part in the experiment, none of which had interacted with
the system before. Each interview took around 5 minutes and the total data gath-
ered is over 300 turns of interaction.

1 (http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/prop2_ind.html)
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We compare averages of 5 runs of Askur interviewing Embla to a single run
of Askur interviewing people. Askur’s silences in this single run of interviewing
people evolve similarly over time as when interviewing Embla. Silences when
interviewing people are almost uniformly 130 msecs below Askur’s average when
interviewing Embla, but compared to individual runs they are on par with the
"best" Askur-Embla runs (see Figure 5.3). Overlaps seem to be more frequent
when interacting with people than with Embla, with an average of 26.3% over-
lapped turns. Calculated 95% confidence interval for the difference is 0.4-10.8%,
showing that overlaps could be up to 10.8% more frequent. Embla produces clean
speech with no noise in the audio; environmental factors, external noise, intervie-
wee coughing etc. are all disturbances that are present only when interviewing
people and therefore bias the comparison. It does not however change the fact
that 26.3% overlaps when using prosody as the only information "channel" for
determining turn transitions is still a good success.

5.3 Comparison of Learned Patterns

The agent we have built is highly configurable and can function as both an inter-
viewee and an interviewer. Intonation, however, as important as it is in our setup,
is only guided using comma (,) and period (.), but otherwise decided by Loquendo.
One of the measurements of how human-like the output generation is, is to com-
pare the prosodic patterns learned to be turn-giving signals (with small TRW) in
Embla’s speech to those of our volunteers. The hypothesis for this comparison
can be put forth as follows:

H5: The patterns learned will be the same when interacting with Embla
and when interacting with people.

After interviewing Embla, Askur learns that Down_Below and Straight_Below
have a smaller TRW than the rest of the patterns and when interviewing people
it is Down_Below and Straight_At (see Figure 5.4). This leads to hypothesis
H4 being rejected. Although not thoroughly studied, grouping prosody by us-
ing fixed groups (average ± 10) might be to blame for non-identical patterns
(Straight_Below and Straight_At) being recognized as the second best turn-giving
signal. The Loquendo voice Kate, which we use for Embla might also produce
different turn-giving cues then our Icelandic volunteers. Although the patterns
learned are not the same, this shows that in both scenarios two patterns have a
very short window, one midsized and the rest larger.
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Figure 5.3: Silences when Askur takes turn. Askur interviewing Embla shows an
average over 5 runs, Askur interviewing people is a sequential run of interviews
with 10 people.
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Figure 5.4: Learned TRW by pattern, two patterns are identified in each scenario
as having a smaller TRW than other patterns.

The size of TRW after non-turn-giving signals are larger after interviewing
Embla, with window size around 1200 for six patterns, opposed to 4-600. One
obvious reason, confirmed by the data is that people’s within-turn silences are
shorter than Embla’s. Embla speaks up to 4 sentence fragments each time she
gets the turn with the average length of within turn silences 505 msecs, measured
for a random run. The average within turn silence in people’s turns is 347 msecs.

5.4 Comparison to Human-Human Interaction

Using response time as a measurement has both advantages and disadvantages;
comparison between systems and scenarios in itself is straight forward but the na-
ture of dialogue itself - the variability in dialogue behavior based on the type of
conversation for one - might make it a comparison of apples and oranges. Wilson
& Wilson (2005) measure response time in a face-to-face scenario where both par-
ties always had something to say. Askur’s behavior as the interviewer is similar to
this except it’s a telephone conversation instead of face-to-face. Wilson & Wilson
measured the length of before-turn silences in human conversation and found that
30% of between-speaker silences were shorter than 200 msecs and 70% shorter
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Figure 5.5: Proportion of silences within human speed. After approximately 10
minutes (80 turns) of interacting with Embla the agent has learned turntaking cues
and takes turn with less than 500 msecs of silence in 50% of turns. Increasing this
to 60% after 150 turns. Interviewing 10 consecutive human volunteers is more
difficult resulting in more periodic performance.
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than 500 msecs. Due to processing time in both perception modules (73 msecs
avg.) and motor delay (206 msecs avg.), there are no before-speaker silences
shorter than 200 msecs. We estimate the percentage under 300 msecs.

We compare the agent when interviewing Embla and when interviewing peo-
ple. The agent adapts fast in the first 80 turns (10 min), after which 50% of
before-turn silences are shorter than 500 msecs (see Figure 5.5). When interview-
ing Embla the agent steadily learns for the 400 turns evaluated. 60% of before-
turn silences are shorter than 500 msecs after 400 runs, compared to 70% in the
human-human comparison data. 30% of silences are within 300 msecs compared
to 30% within 200 msecs in the human data.

When the agent interviews people it does not perform as well as in the Embla
scenario; with 45% of silences within 500 msecs and 25% within 300 msecs after
300 turns. This is due to the task at hand being more difficult; the system is
faced with 10 different interlocutors, as opposed to a single consistent interviewee.
Variation between interviewees is the main cause of both slower learning and
variation in the agent silences visible around turn 120 (see Figure 5.5), when the
agent has to learn an unlearn behavior for each new interviewee. This has been
verified by analyzing the usage of the pattern Down_Below across participants
and it varies from 2,7% to 41,03% of total occurrences at end of speech (see Table
5.5).

Table 5.5: Usage of Down_Below per participant.
Participant at end within
1 7,69% 14,93%
2 14,81% 7,25%
3 34,78% 6,67%
4 6,25% 9,09%
5 2,70% 7,14%
6 27,27% 15,38%
7 41,03% 8,70%
8 18,75% 5,00%
9 11,11% 2,50%
10 25,00% 19,23%
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5.5 Evaluating people’s part in the learning

Here we look at the question "did the learning happen only through the actions of
the system, or were the subjects modifying their behavior to the benefit of the sys-
tem, increasing the actual learning effects?". We evaluate how length of silences
and occurrence of Down_Below - the pitch pattern that best helped the system
predict that turn was being given - change over the course of each interview, as
average for all interviews instead of consecutively as before.

If people were learning to use Down_Below as a turn giving signal we should
see the occurrence of that pattern increase at the end of turn and decrease within
turn. As we can see in Figure 5.6 the usage of Down_Below decreases in both
categories, which means that people are not modifying their use of prosody to try
to match the system, at least not with this pattern.

Let’s look at silences in the same way. We can split Silences into four cat-
egories; Askur taking turn, Askur within turn, People taking turn, and People
within turn. To help the system people might learn to e.g. increase their use of
filled pauses to retain turn during hesitations in mid-sentence. We can see if this
is happening by looking at the duration of people’s within-turn silences - which
should be decreasing over time for each participant. This is not the case: Average
silence length stays constant throughout the interview (see Figure 5.7). We can
thus conclude with reasonable certainty that the learning we see during interac-
tions with the system is based squarely on the architecture’s learning. We knew
this was the case for system interacting with self, because there this was the only
possibility. Here we see that this is the case with humans too.

Research has shown that in conversation people adjust to the speaking style of
their interlocutor; length of silences included. This has been measured in casual
conversation where the role of the participants is the same (Bosch et al., 2005). In
our scenario Askur and people do not have the same role. The questions Askur
asks obviously require some consideration on the interviewee’s part; with people’s
silences before turn at 1300 msecs on average. This silence shortens considerably,
or down to 1000 msecs after the 30th turn, but this is more likely due to the length
of the interview boring the participants than other factors. The length of the within
turn silences are very similar, but further tests with variable silence on Askur’s part
are needed to conclude if there is a correlation.

According to this analysis there is no obvious evidence that people modify
their behavior to accommodate the system and thus confirms that the system is
solely responsible for the success it has shown.
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Figure 5.6: Occurences of Down_Below in people’s speech. Down_Below is
constantly twice as likely at the end of turn although occurrences are decreasing
both at the end and within turn as the interview progresses.

Figure 5.7: Average silences when Askur interviews people. People’s silences
before taking turn are longer due to the fact that people have to think of what to
say in response to the questions made by Askur. The length of silences within
turn are constant throughout the interview verifying that people are not modifying
their silences (by using filled pauses etc.) to accomodate the system.



Chapter 6

Conclusions & Future Work

We have built a dialogue system that uses prosody to learn turntaking behaviors,
minimizing silences and speech overlaps. The system learns this on the fly, in
full-duplex (open-mic) dynamic interaction, and can very efficiently take turns
with human-like timing in dialogues where it interacts with itself and with people.

The system uses prosodic information to find categories of pitch, based on final
slope, that can serve as a predictor of turn-giving behavior of interlocutors. As the
system learns online it is able to adjust to the particulars of individual speaking
styles. This could be broadened to include multimodal perception such as head
movements, gaze etc., given that these could be perceived within the timeframe of
human response time.

The turntaking system is architected in such a way as to allow a mixed-control
relationship with outside processes. This means that we can expand it to handle
situations where the goals of the dialogue may be very different from "being po-
lite", even adversarial, as for example in on-air open-mic political debates. How
easy this is remains to be seen; the main question revolves around the learning
systems - how we can formulate each of these behaviors as a set of rewards in an
extended learning architecture.

We evaluated the system in realtime interaction with both people and itself.
Two versions of the system: One learning, one not learning, have been setup
and evaluated. The learning agent learns distinct turn-giving signals based on
the final slope before interlocutor’s silence, both when interacting with people
and when interacting with itself. Analysis further showed that the learning agent
identified the similar prosodic patterns as turn-giving signals in its own speech
as in people’s. The system gets very close to human-like speed when taking turn
with silences between turn as short as 235 msecs. 50-60% of between-speaker
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silences are shorter than 500 msecs after roughly 80 turn of learning compared to
70% in human conversation.

The system architecture is highly expandable, and has been built incremen-
tally, steadily growing in number of modules. It is built as part of a much larger
system architecture that addresses multiple topic- and task-oriented dialogue, as
well as multiple modes. This task, however, remains mostly as a future project.

At present the system is limited to a small set of turntaking circumstances
where content does not play a role, assuming "friendly" conversation where both
parties want to minimize overlaps in speech. Silences caused by outside interrup-
tions and deliberate interruption techniques are topics for future study.

In the near future we expect to expand the system to more advanced interaction
types and situations. The learning mechanism described here will be expanded to
learn not just the shortest durations but also the most efficient turntaking tech-
niques in multimodal interaction under many different conditions. Two interest-
ing applications that will be explored are learning proper timing for backchannel
feedback so as not to interrupt the interlocutor, and learning by mimicking the
interlocutor.
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Appendix A

Complete list of module definition

This chapter lists message passing between the modules that comprise the system.
All modules were implemented in C++ except the Monitor. The Monitor was im-
plemented in Java and uses JFreeGraph for visualizaton.

PitchTracker.Interlocutor
Monitoring interlocutor’s speech

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Interlocutor

PitchTracker.Askur
Monitoring own speech

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Self
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Self

PitchTracker.Interlocutor.Timeout
Reports after a fixed silence

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Self
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PitchAnalyzer.Interlocutor
Analyzing interlocutor’s prosody

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor Unim.Perc.vox.Prosod.Analys
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Interlocutor

PitchAnalyzer.Silences-Overlaps
Calculate silences and overlaps

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Start
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Interlocutor Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Duration
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Interlocutor Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Silence.Duration
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Self
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Self
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Self

I-have-turn.Decider
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
In context DiP.I-accept-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Self DiP.I-have-turn
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Self

Other-has-turn.Decider
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
In context DiP.Other-accepts-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor DiP.Other-has-turn
In context DiP.Other-gives-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor DiP.Other-has-turn
In context DiP.I-accept-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor DiP.Other-has-turn
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Other-wants-turn.Decider
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
In context DiP.I-have-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor DiP.Other-wants-turn

Other-accepts-turn.Decider
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
In context DiP.I-give-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor DiP.Other-accepts-turn

Other-gives-turn.Decider.Default
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
In context DiP.I-want-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Interlocutor DiP.Other-gives-turn
In context DiP.Other-has-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Interlocutor DiP.Other-gives-turn

Other-gives-turn.Decider.Learning
Reactive turntaking decider

Triggers Posts
Internal.Report.Memory.Qvalues
In context DiP.I-want-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Interlocutor DiP.Other-gives-turn
Unim.Perc.vox.Prosod.Analys Internal.Report.Decision.Prosody
In context DiP.Other-has-turn

Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.Off.Timeout.Interlocutor DiP.Other-gives-turn
Unim.Perc.vox.Prosod.Analys Internal.Report.Decision.Prosody
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QLearner
Reinforcement learning module

Triggers Posts
Internal.Report.Decision.Prosody Internal.Report.Memory.Qvalues
Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Start
Internal.Instruct.Speech.Cancel

Dialogue Planner
Controls deliberative turntaking actions

Triggers Posts
DiP.Other-gives-turn Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-accept-turn
DiP.Other-has-turn Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-want-turn
DiP.Other-wants-turn Internal.Plan.Turntaking.I-give-turn
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Self
Internal.Plan.Speech.HaveSomethingToSay

Content Generator
Produces content for the conversation

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Content.Recognition Internal.Plan.Speech.HaveSomethingToSay
Internal.Act.Speech.Start Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue
Internal.Act.Speech.Stop
Internal.Act.Speech.Done
Internal.Act.Speech.FragmentDone
DiP.Other-gives-turn
DiP.Other-wants-turn
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ActionScheduler
Synchronizes output generation

Triggers Posts
DiP.Other-has-turn Internal.Act.Speech.Start
DiP.I-accept-turn Internal.Act.Speech.Stop
Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Start Internal.Act.Speech.Volume
Unim.Perc.Vox.Spch.Overlap.Stop
Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue

Text to Speech
Controls the speech synthesizer

Triggers Posts
Internal.Plan.Speech.Queue Internal.Act.Speech.Done
Internal.Act.Speech.Start Internal.Act.Speech.FragmentDone
Internal.Act.Speech.Pause
Internal.Act.Speech.Resume
Internal.Act.Speech.Stop
Internal.Act.Speech.Volume
Internal.Act.Speech.Pitch
Internal.Act.Speech.Speed
Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Flush
Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Replace
Internal.Act.Speech.Sentence.Remove

CancelSpeech.Window
Reports if user starts speaking within the CSW

Triggers Posts
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Self Internal.Instruct.Speech.Cancel
Unim.Sens.Prosod.Spch.On.Interlocutor
DiP.Other-gives-turn
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Turn.Timeout.Window
Reports if state is held longer than allowed

Triggers Posts
DiP.* Internal.Turntaking.Timeout.IGiveTurn

Internal.Turntaking.Timeout.OWantsTurn
Internal.Turntaking.Timeout.OGivesTurn

Monitor
Logs all messages in the system

Triggers Posts
(all)



Appendix B

Full list of questions

Following is the full list of questions that the interviewer agent asks. These ques-
tions are meant to elicit both single and multi utterance responses from the inter-
locutor.

Hello my name is Askur and I am the radio host at CADIA fm. I want to ask
you a few questions about yourself, is that alright?
What is your name, and how are you today?
What is your birthday, and how old are you?
What did you have for breakfast this morning, and what is your favorite breakfast?
What day of the week is your favorite, and what day of the week is your least fa-
vorite?
You have probably heard the story about the turtle that won the rabbit in a race.
Would you say that you were more like the rabbit or the turtle?
Tell me what is the weirdest thing you have ever eaten?
But what is your favorite food?
What kind of music do you usually listen to?
Is there any kind of music that you despise?
If I could tell you everything about your future, would you want to hear it?
What would you rather want to be, a famous rock star or a famous scientist?r
Tell me what is the best movie you have ever seen.
What is the worst movie you have ever seen?
If I offered you to be born a hundred years from now would you accept my offer?
I have never been outside this building, tell me about the outside world?
What countries have you been to?
What would you say is the most pleasant country you have visited?
What would you say is the least pleasant country you have ever visited?
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What is your favorite season of the year?
What is your least favorite season of the year?
If you had to choose between a white christmas and a warm summer, which would
you choose?
People often say that ignorance is bliss. Would you rather be ignorant and happy
or all knowing and unhappy?
What is your favorite color and is there any color you despise?
If I gave you one million euros, what would you do with the money?
Would you say you were more of a cat person or a dog person?
When you travel in Iceland where do you usually go?
Is there any place you have been to that has been really disappointing?
How do you think it is for a foreigner to visit Iceland?
Are you going to any concert this summer?
What do you think of the prices they are putting up, are they fair?
Have you been to the movies lately, is there anything interesting to see?
What would you say are your favorite actors?
What about favorite actresses?
What about directors, got any favorites there?
What do you think about european films?
Are you watching any television shows these days?
Do you usually download or watch the icelandic television?
Which do you prefer, reading books or watching television?
Are you reading anything interesting these days?
What icelandic newspapers do you read?
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